Abstract. Researches about the separation process of valuable metals for nickel-cobalt ore bio-leaching solution had already been continuously studied, while studies about its thermodynamic properties has not been carries out. This paper conducted research about thermodynamic properties including conductivity, activity coefficient of nickel-cobalt ore bio-leaching solution. Conductivity of nickel and cobalt in bio-leaching solution system was determined with conductivity method at a temperature range from 298K to 313K. The mean activity coefficient of nickel-cobalt in bioleaching solution was calculated with relative formula, and effect of the temperature and the concentration to the mean activity coefficient have been discussed. The comparison of thermodynamic properties has been researched in presence of bacteria and aseptic condition. To reflect the solution components' effect on its thermodynamic state, this paper used the Meissner-Pitzer Model to analyze the variation rule of the activity coefficient, and quantified change of thermodynamic properties of the system when the pH value and ion concentration changed.
Introduction
Through a large number of condition experiments and kinetic studies, researchers improved the separation and enrichment processes of valuable metal ions from bioleaching solution of waste materials like the lean ore, waste rock, ore tailings and waste batteries. Such studies indeed called attention from researchers [1] , yet still rare, lacking related data. As we know, Activity coefficient of electrolytic is one of most important thermodynamic properties in the solution system [2] . Concerning the thermodynamic model of electrolyte, Based on Debye and Hückel theory, the Pizer theory made the most important development in this field [3] , after which Pizer and other researchers consistently developed the Pizer equation, helping the Pizer theory suitable for systems with higher concentration, greater pressure and various mixtures [4] . Currently models used for calculating thermodynamics of mixed electrolytes include the Pizer Model, the Meissner Model, the Chen Model, the Frank-Thompson Model and so on. Among all these models, the Meissner Model is easy to calculate, not requiring mixed parameter. Yet it owns low accuracy. However, considering its convenience, it is one of the practical tools for study on thermodynamic properties of the bioleaching solution, with proper amendments [5] .
Experimental Materials and Methods

Experiment Materials
The actual bioleaching solution is from a low grade nickel-cobalt ore in Jilin Baishan. Its components are showed by Table 1 . 
Experiment Methods
The conductivity have been measured by conductivity meter 308F instrument, Using calibration constant of conductance pool is 1.044. It has been measured by a constant-temperature bath trough balance model.
The mean activity coefficient of nickel-cobalt in bioleaching solution was calculated with Meissner-Pitzer Model, and effect of the temperature and the concentration to the mean activity coefficient have been discussed.
Results and Discussion
Measurement of conductivity rate in condition of different system
The test results showed that the change regulation of conductivity rate in condition of different pH and temperature. The results indicated that when the concentration was certain, the conductivity rate decreased with the rising pH value as Figure 1 . And leaching bacteria, as a composition of the leaching solution, had no obvious effect to conductivity rate, while change of pH value was an important cause for conductivity rate variation. So it can be conclude that bacteria will not significantly change the conductivity rate in bioleaching solution system.
The change regulation of conductivity rate in different leaching system
It has been set up parallel experiments during shaking table leaching. It would obtain differences of conductivity properties between of bacteria leaching solution and aseptic leaching solution.
The results indicated that the conductivity rate increased with the rising the ion concentration and temperature as Figure 2 .The ion concentration in leaching solution was an important effective faction for conductivity rate. The difference of conductivity rate was little between chemical leaching solution and bioleaching solution. 
The change regulation of activity coefficient in different leaching system
Results indicated that when the concentration was certain, the average activity coefficient decreased with the rising temperature. And when the temperature was certain, it decreased with the rising electrolytes concentration.
To reflect the solution components' effect on its thermodynamic state, this paper used the Meissner-Pitzer Model to analyze the variation rule of the activity coefficient, and quantified change of thermodynamic properties of the system when the pH value and ion concentration changed. Prediction of the Model was consistent with the actual experimental results. 
Conclusions
The study of mean activity coefficients of electrolytes in the mixed solvent is of important significance in establishment or optimization the hydrometallurgical. The activity coefficients of the related systems of nickel and cobalt sulfate are determined by the conductivity method in different system. The experiment result indicated that leaching bacteria, as a composition of the leaching solution, had no obvious effect to conductivity rate. The change regulation of activity coefficient in different leaching system was obtained.
